TRACE3 AWARDED AZURE ADVANCED SPECIALIZATION
IN APPLICATION MODERNIZATION (WEB APPS)
Irvine, Calif. – July 9, 2021 – Trace3 proudly announces its Cloud Solutions Group achieved Modernization of Web Applications to Microsoft
Azure Advanced Specialization – a testament to Traces3’s pursuit of value delivery in the enterprise space around enabling the true advantages
of cloud platform adoption.
This endorsement from Microsoft signals an appreciation and acknowledgement of deep domain knowledge, clear prior success, and extensive
experience in architecting and modernizing web application workloads.
“The Advanced Specialization in Application Modernization on Azure validates that our Cloud AppMod practice area continues to grow and
thrive,” Cloud Solutions Managing Director Chris Nicholas said.
Microsoft and Trace3 partnered to focus on a methodology that incorporates the Well-Architected Framework (WAF), and when applicable, the
transplant into Enterprise-Scale Landing Zone Architecture. Trace3’s history displays a habit of addressing enterprise crown jewel workloads with
its repeatable and extensible app modernization methodology.
“We could not be prouder of the team,” Nicholas said. “Together, we have led engagements on over 50 crown jewel applications in the Fortune
500 space and are very proud to add this accolade to our Gold Competencies in Application Development, Application Integration and Cloud
Platform.”
As a function of earning the Advanced Specialization, partners need to present Application Modernization capabilities, showcase customer
testimonies and clearly articulate examples of end-to-end success, taking workloads from design and architecture all the way through to
production runtime. Trace3 successfully completed the 3 rd-party audit in partnership with Microsoft and is recognized as a strong performer in
this category. The audit included reviews of Trace3’s positions and experience managing App Service, Container and Azure Kubernetes Service
application profiles.

About Trace3 Trace3 is a premier provider of consultation services and advanced technical solutions. Founded in 2002, Trace3 empowers
organizations to embrace the ever-changing IT landscape through elite engineering and dynamic innovation. With deep roots in the data center,
Trace3 offers a broad mix of end-to-end technology services and solutions. These range from artificial intelligence and data insights to cloud
computing and security consulting. Trace3 also maintains a Venture Capital (VC) CXO Briefing program, with a sharp focus on emerging
technologies, and provides clients with extensive research focused on the latest IT trends. Trace3.com
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